Mission Statement:
Alpha Psi Omega was formed as a theatre honor society for the purpose of providing acknowledgement to those demonstrating a high standard of accomplishment in theatre, and through the advancement of Alpha Psi Omega amongst colleges and Universities providing a wider range of fellowship for those interested in theatre.

Meet the Executive Board:
President:
Kirk Hill Jr. is a senior theatre major at North Carolina A&T. He also is the current parliamentarian of the National Award Winning Richard B. Harrison Players. He is heavily involved in the department, having been in seven main stage productions as well as numerous directing scenes and theatre events outside of the department. He plans on continuing his acting career professionally after graduation.

As President, he hopes to be a responsible and productive leader who can make decisions that will ensure a continuing tradition of professionalism and greatness in the organization.

Vice President, Parliamentarian, MRS. APO,
Secretary:
Whitney Andrews is a junior professional theatre student with a concentration in Acting, from Charlotte NC. With a strong performance passion, she wishes to pursue performing arts as a career. Whitney is a proud member of the National Award Winning Richard B. Harrison Players, and she hopes to enhance her training while at NC A&T State University.

**Treasurer & Historian:**

Xavier Harris is from Baltimore, Maryland. He is a junior at North Carolina A&T State University, a theatre performance student. With plans to take his acting experience to the professional level, Xavier is also a proud member of the National Award Winning Richard B. Harrison Players along with being an Irene Ryan nominee for the Kennedy Center American College Theatre Festival.

**MR. APO:**

Joseph Irvin Johnson is a junior professional theater major from Charlotte, North Carolina. He has had the opportunity to study Shakespeare for a month at the British American Drama Academy (BADA) in Oxford England in 2014. He is a proud member of Alpha Psi Omega, which is the national Theatre Honor Society, and not only is he this year’s Mr. APO but he has received the most promising freshman award, and the Saint Edmunds leadership award for his active participation in the program. Mr. Johnson plans to push APO forward through networking and community outreach!
The mission of Revival Theatre Company is to produce quality classical and contemporary musical theatre that is thought provoking, compelling and challenges the artist and audience. Revival Theatre Company is devoted to producing cutting edge, contemporary and classical musical theatre regardless of commercial success. We believe a collaborative process enriches the artists, staff, and audiences, while creating a passionate and creative environment.

**Upcoming Events:**

**National President of APO and Phi Epsilon Cast Advisor:**
Frankie Day